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The station airs a weekly program called San Antonio Solutions.  Each week, local guests are 
invited to the show to discuss an issue of interest to our community.  During this quarter, we 
addressed the following issues: 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/01/18 6:00am13:00 Richard Burchen

Rotary International
Issue:
Invitation to join 32nd year of Alamo Heights Night. During Fiesta, Alamo Heights Night is a 
big event for where the Rotary Club is able to raise funds from the community to provide 
scholarships and community programs. The Alamo Heights Rotary Club has raised over 
$2,000,000 in support of non-profit organizations and community service activities since its 
inception. Alamo Heights Night, an official Fiesta event since 2014, is their largest fundraiser, 
organized by over 100 volunteer Rotarians who head numerous committees and recruit 700+ 
volunteers to make the event a success. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/01/18 6:00am13:00 Chuck Roo 

San Antonio Zoo
Issue:
San Antonio Zoo, operated by San Antonio Zoological Society, is a non-profit organization 
committed to securing a future for wildlife. Discussion of renovation of the 103 year old San 
Antonio zoo. Spoke about exposing people to wildlife creates awareness for the zoo. They’re 
offering summer camps for kids to learn about animals and their habitat. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/01/18 6:15am13:00 Brian Stanton

SA Sea World
Issue:
Discussion of park wide event and seafood festival. Promoted Aquatica, new water park at Sea 
World.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/01/18 6:15am13:00 Monica Reyes

South Texas Blood 
Issue:
Discussion of the need for blood donations and keeping the shelves stocked. They are having 
events downtown where people can come donate blood and where people can get information on 
the need of blood for emergency patients. Also discussion of looking for a sponsorships for their 
upcoming gala that raised funds for South Texas Blood.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/08/18 6:45am13:00 Matt Elemore



Animal Defense League
Issue:
Discussion of Fiesta events and the unveiling of their brand new medal. Medals sell for $10 and 
100% of proceeds goes to the care of pets at Pets Alive. Also discussed surgery and health care 
for pets. All dogs, cats get tested, spayed, neutered and microchipped at their hospital. every 
Saturday they have a public wellness clinic offered to the community for free.Free heartworm 
test for pets also offered.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/08/18 6:15am13:00 Felicia Nino

Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion of eight-week-old mixed breed puppy Jaden.  Discussion of phases of dogs, puppy 
stages, and how they determine the age through their teeth and more.  Discussion of humane 
education department and what they do to provide education to the youth in San Antonio and 
what the San Antonio Humane Society’s mission is.  Discussion of importance of educating the 
youth through many programs including camp humane happening in April with registration 
happening now.  Discussion of website, volunteer opportunities, and more 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/08/18 6:00am13:00 Sharon Hern

NIOSA
Issue:
Discussion of the 70th year of Night In Old San Antonio. Fiesta happens yearly at the end of 
April. NIOSA is a local fair at La Villita. Local food booths participate. There are no vendors 
only volunteers. NIOSA raises money for La Villita Arts District. Discussed the biggest draw of 
Fiesta being NIOSA and the most volunteers. Yearly they have more than 1,000 volunteers. 
NIOSA also raises money by selling their official Fiesta medals. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/08/18 6:15am13:00 Sara Beret

Pre-K For SA
Issue:
Discussion of background of Pre-K for SA - San Antonio’s comprehensive early childhood 
initiative and early childhood centers. Pre-K for SA offers 4.2 million dollars in grants annually 
to other programs. They also have professional development specialists that work with teachers 
free of charge to assure all students in San Antonio have a high quality education. This non profit 
started in 2012 and is offered to children age 4 before kindergarten. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/15/18 6:45am13:00 Jordan Kline

American Red Cross
Issue:
Discussion of the need for volunteers. Right now they are offering educational courses for 
volunteers to be prepared for future events. We also discussed being prepared for a natural 



disaster and everything you would need in your home to keep you prepared. The app is also 
crucial for being prepared if a natural disaster hits. They send off alerts on the app and will keep 
you updated in time of crisis.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/15/18 6:00am13:00 Jesse Torres

CPS Energy
Issue:
Discussion of protecting infrastructure and how weather affects electricity.  CPS Energy is 
planning a Missions Baseball game event April 18 and hand out brochures to help educate on 
wire lines and how rain affects it. Will also educate on where not to dig or plant trees to avoid 
electrical wire lines. If you’re not sure, you should call CPS Energy first before digging. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/15/18 6:00am13:00 Felicia Nino

Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion of eight week old puppy Julia. Discussion of pet of the week from owner surrender, 
importance of being ready for all things when adopting especially a puppy, and what the 
adoption process consists of.  Discussion of birthday party celebrations, tours available, and 
volunteer opportunities.  Discussion of shelter operating on full capacity and partnerships with 
other non-profits, as well as which days are specific for receiving animals in. Discussion of 
website, how to donate, and more

Date Time Duration Guest
04/15/18 6:30am13:00 Tamara Burton

Tobin Center
Issue:
Discussion of free events happening at the Tobin Center for the month of April. The San Antonio 
symphony is happening April 15 at 7pm at the HEB performance hall. Fitness on the plaza is a 
free fitness event twice a month and completely free for the community. Crossfit, yoga and 
zumba will be offered for free. They will also be offering free movies for the community. This 
month they are showing Coco for free in the river.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/22/18 6:00am13:00 Laura Starks

SA Pets Alive
Issue:
Discussion of their transport program and the need for volunteers. SA pets Alive transports pets 
to other states where the need for dogs is a lot higher. They will be needing volunteers to help 
care for the dogs. Also discussed the need to foster and what fostering a pet entails. They will 



also educate and provide a class to teach how to foster pets. Kittens need to be fed every 3 hours 
and would need a foster parent to help them get fed.

Date Time Duration Guest
04/29/18 6:00am13:00 Roger Ruiz

Blood & Tissue Center
Issue:
Discussion with Blood and Tissue Center of blood needed in the community. How to find mobile 
drives and how to be a donor. Not only are they looking for blood donors but also platelets  . 
Patients are in need of blood and platelets. The Blood and Tissue center is having an event in 
May where they are giving away whataburger for anyone that donates. They talked about people 
needing blood for patients in car accidents, cancer patients and more. Blood and Tissue center 
encourage the community to come together so they can keep a stock of blood on hand for 
patients. 

 Date Time Duration Guest
04/29/18 6:15am13:00 Felicia Nino

SA Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion of upcoming adoption events and how to become a foster parent. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/29/18 6:30am13:00 Roger Ruiz

South Texas Blood and Tissue
Issue:
Discussion of the need for blood and the importance of collecting units not just for San Antonio 
but for 44 counties. They want to make sure they have enough blood on stock to help any patient 
with whatever their need is. Not only blood but also the need for platelets. Discussed how to give 
blood and where to find the nearest location to you where you can set up an appointment. You 
have to be at least 16 years of age and 120 lbs. to donate blood. Also discussed their partnership 
with whataburger where you can get a free burger when you donate blood. 

Date Time Duration Guest
04/29/18 6:00am13:00 Felicia Nino

SA Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion and eight week old retriever/ collie mix puppy. Talked about the puppy stage and 
how they have to be two months old or at least two lbs. to be available to adopt. Also discussed 
how to become a foster parent to a dog. The San Antonio Humane Society provides you with 
kennel, food and medical care for any dog you foster. Puppies and kittens get adopted very 
quickly and they encourage people to foster older adult dogs.

Date Time Duration Guest



04/29/18 6:45am13:00 Nancy Abbott
YMCA

Issue:
Discussion of the annual prayer breakfast happening at the University of Incarnate Work. They 
are working with three sponsors to influence the community to start the day off with a prayer. 
The YMCA will have five speakers at the National Prayer day. Discussions will be about how to 
pray and what prayer means to them.

Date Time Duration Guest
05/20/18 6:45am13:00 Jaime Gutierrez

Mothers Against Drunk Driving
Issue:
Discussion of what is the nonprofit “Mothers against drunk driving” all about. In 1980 a mother 
lost a daughter in a drunk driving crash. To spread awareness the nonprofit started here in San 
Antonio. They were here to discuss graduation and prom. Reminding young students not to drink 
if you are under age and to remind people celebrating their graduation not to drink and drive. 
Alcohol kills more than 4300 people a year and their concern is to bring that number down by 
spreading awareness. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/04/18 6:45am13:00 Lizi Nemith

Guadalupe Community Center
Issue:
Discussion of how the Guadalupe Community Center gets summer ready. They are promoting 
“Project Cool” a project that has been around San Antonio for 23 years. They ask people to 
donate box fans for seniors during the summer months. They have teamed up with the fire 
department to collect the box fans. All seniors that sign up and live below the poverty level will 
have access to a boxed fan to keep cool in the hot San Antonio summer. The fans are a money 
and life saver for these seniors. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/20/18 6:30am13:00 Crista Laso

Brooks City Spay and Neuter
Issue:
The San Antonio Humane Society and Brooks City Spay and Neuter stopped by to discuss the 
free spay and neutering event they are providing the community. It is free and they will be 
picking up pets at the park, taking them to get the free procedure and bringing them back to their 
owners. This program is beneficial for seniors and people that don’t have transportation. Only 
certain zip codes qualify for this care. They will also be providing free microchips. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/20/18 6:45am13:00 Felicia Nino



Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion of the importance to keep pets inside during these hot summer months. We also 
spoke about what to do if you see a pet tied up in the heat. You can always call 311 for animal 
care services if you feel like a dog is having a heat stroke. We also discussed the signs of heat 
stroke on a dog and what to do. They also advise not to take your dog out while its 100 degrees 
and a reminder to not leave your dog inside the car. Not even with the windows cracked. Cars 
heat up very fast and can be life threatening. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/20/18 6:45am13:00 Melissa Mckenzie

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
Issue:
Discussion of  targeting Type 1 diabetes and what they are doing to help. They have a chapter in 
San Antonio and  they fund research to find a cure, prevention and to treat, THey also have 
chapters all over the United States for the Type 1 community. 40 years ago Juvenile Diabetes 
Foundation was started by two moms. 40 years ago the diabetes treatment was primitive and the 
goal for these two moms were to find a cure. They fund $100 million for research yearly. WE 
also discussed the different meanings of Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/20/18 6:45am13:00 Vanessa Bessler

Children’s ballet of  San Antonio
Issue:
Discussion of Don Quijote at the majestic Theatre. June 1 and 2 they will have the premiere 
show of Don quijote including all children ranging from 3-19 years old. 150 members form the 
cast of Don Quijote.  They are also highlighting dancers, actors, musicians, gymnasts, and 
disabled artists that highlight their artistic strengths. Vanessa bessler is the founder and she 
started the children’s ballet in 2015. With the support of the San Antonio community they have 
been able to make this organization happen. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/27/18 6:45am13:00 Sara Faith
  SA Pets Alive
Issue:
Discussion of SA Pets Alive and what they do for the community. This organization is fairly 
new, started 6 years ago. It was started by a local group of concerned citizens that wanted to help 
the dog and cat population out in the streets. They have multiple locations inside Petsmart, Petco 
and other pet stores in San Antonio and multiple foster homes. We also discussed kitten season 
and all the kittens available for foster. They are currently looking for fosters that will be able to 
bottle feed every three hours. 

Date Time Duration Guest



05/27/18 6:45am13:00 Kala Bailey
ChildSafe

Issue:
Discussion of background of organization that helps provides services to children who have been 
abused and sexually abused. Child Safe is Bexar County’s advocacy center. They partner with 
CPS, SAPD and provide support for children when there is an investigation being conducted. 
Discussion of education and training for community. We also discussed summer camp and how 
to prepare children for that. They offer state approved training to any counselors and teachers.   

Date Time Duration Guest
05/27/18 6:45am13:00 Nancy Lipton

San Antonio Lighthouse
Issue:
Discussion of all the things the San Antonio Lighthouse has to offer. This organization has been 
around San Antonio for 85 years. They offer services to the blind and visually impaired 
community, This organization is different because they are a manufacturing plant that creates 
items for the military and government. They sell pens, pencils, highlighters, Military jackets all 
made by the San Antonio Lighthouse. They have a staff of 450 employees all blind and visually 
impaired. They offer mobility training and all kinds of different trainings to work at the center. 
They want the blind and visually impaired community to make a wonderful living by providing 
health insurance, 401k and great pay. 

Date Time Duration Guest
05/27/18 6:30am13:00 Martha Wright

SAWS 
Issue:
Discussion of drought rules and what it means to me stage 1. Every summer we have cycles of 
wet and dry weather, with everyone using water, the aquifer levels go down which brings us to a 
stage 1. Outside landscape watering can only be done once a week and you can look up on their 
website which day is assigned to your address

Date Time Duration Guest
06/03/18 6:30am13:00 Chris Garza  

Animal Defense League
Issue:
Discussion of kitten season and the huge influx of baby kittens that need help. At this time they 
are housing over 200 baby kittens at the Animal Defense League. To help adoptions for these 
kittens they are hosting a feed-a-thon. The community can come see first hand all the work foster 



families put in by bottle feeding every three hours and being available 24 hours a day. There will 
be educational classes on how to handle kittens and waived adoption fees. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/03/18 6:15am13:00 Eric Cooper

San Antonio Food Bank
Issue:
Discussion of background of non-profit which covers 16 counties and serving more than 58,000 
people each week.  Discussion of services they provide, working with a wide variety of people, 
with Kids and seniors making up 2/3 of those who are served.  Discussion of how to donate, 
receives services, and volunteers.  Discussion of  Summer Break being a big time where they 
need to stock their shelves since kids are out of school and unable to take part of the federal 
lunch program in schools.  Discussion of  website, call center, Catalyst Catering, community 
garden, and how to host a food drive. Also looking for volunteers at their New Braunfels farm 
location.

Date Time Duration Guest
06/03/18 6:15am13:00 TJ Tejeda

Segs For Vets
Issue:
Discussion of background of non-profit Seg for Vets and everything they offer to veterans here 
in San Antonio. TJ is a spokesperson for the program and spoke of giving away segways and 
mobile chairs to veterans that come back from war with life changing wounds. It offers a unique 
way of getting around. His message was if you are mobile impaired and a veteran you can 
contact the program to find if a segway is a right fit for them. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/03/18 6:30am13:00 Joseph Garcia

American Diabetes Association
Issue:
Discussion of non-profit American Diabetes Association and their supper camp called “Project 
Power”. This is a free camp provided for the community. This free camp is able to happen by 
donations from various sponsors. If a child is at risk or has Type 2 diabetes, they can attend this 
summer camp. This camp will educate children on living healthier lifestyles by offering cooking 
classes, physical education and understanding diabetes. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/10/18 6:15am13:00 Jordan Kline

American Red Cross
Issue:
Discussion of water safety, preparedness and getting San Antonio prepared while they are 
enjoying the pool during summer time. Discussion of their Red Cross water safety app where 
you can use it as an educational tool for water safety tips. Red Cross is also teaching a water 
safety class where they teach you basic swimming skills, cpr courses and lifeguarding courses. 
The classes are hosted in different parks throughout the city. 



Date Time Duration Guest
06/10/18 6:45am13:00 Woody Woodward

SA Fire Department 
Issue:
Discussion of a message preached every year during hot summer months. The San Antonio Fire 
Departments wants to remind everyone to never leave children or pets inside cars. Not even a 
few minutes and not even 30 seconds. You should  never leave your children unattended. Studies 
have showed that heat strokes on children can cause brain damage and death. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/10/18 6:00am13:00 Nora Castro

CPS Energy
Issue:
Discussion of how to keep your energy bill lower in the hot summer days. CPS Energy just 
launched a summer program its called the Simple Summer Savings Campaign. Discussion of 
checking the HVAC system and making sure there are no holes or cracks around the windows to 
assure co air seeping out. A thermostat can be provided for free by CPS. They also advise to 
keep it at 78 when you’re home and back to 82 when you’re not home. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/10/18 6:45am13:00 Jordan Klein

American Red Cross
Issue:
Discussion of their search for volunteers. All summer they are getting prepared for hurricane 
season,. Discussion of all the support received for the red cross during Hurricane Harvey. This 
time around they want to prepare and educate volunteers on how to provide services during 
hurricane catastrophes. They will have volunteers ready to open shelters and start feeding the 
community. They offer in person and online training. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/17/18 6:00am13:00 Mckenzie and Kelly

San Antonio Humane Society 
Issue:
Discussion of options to adopt and foster. How to start the adoption process. The humane society 
went through the full adoption process and screening. The humane society also provides all 
medical needs for dogs including 3 rounds of vaccinations, microchips, neuter or spay and 
dewormers. All of that is included in the adoption fee. They also discussed how to become a 
foster and who would be the right fit to be a foster parent for a dog or cat. 

Date Time Duration Guest



06/17/18 6:45am13:00 Juan Solis
Shields for Kids

Issue:
Discussion of non-profit that has been around for 2 years. This organization tries to help the 
perception of officers by helping law enforcement and families come together. They provide 
officers on their off duty time to give back to the community. They will be hosting at Sunshine 
school with over 200 students with special needs and all volunteers are police officers. Shield for 
kids also provides officers with teddy bears for children they see when they are in the middle of a 
police report, investigation or a situation that can stress children. The teddy bear is provided for 
comfort from SAPD.

Date Time Duration Guest
06/17/18 6:15am13:00 Beth Green 

Boysville
Issue:
Discussion of non-profit that cares for children in San Antonio birth – 75 years of age for both 
boys and girls coming out of a home in crisis.  Discussion of being there for as long as needed 
with kids on campus and also in foster homes and everything they will need for their summer 
camp that helps 80 kids.  Discussion of serving SA for 75 years, looking for current volunteers, 
and in kind donations.  Discussion of how to donate, upcoming events, online support, and more.  
Discussion of upcoming Western Gala, how to get tickets, donate items, and more.  Discussion 
of thrift store ,clothing items needed, and what assistance they provide as far as clothing, beds, 
food, and counseling services.  Discussion of how Boysville supports the kids in the community, 
wanting them to participate in athletics, camps, prom, and college.

Date Time Duration Guest
06/17/18 6:30am13:00 Mckenzie and Kelly

SA Humane Society
Issue:
Discussion of hot weather tips and how to keep your pets safe in the summer. They advise to 
please keep pets inside during these hot months. Also a reminder on how hot the asphalt gets. 
The humane society advises not to walk dogs during the day because it can burn their paws. 
They recommend booties or waiting until evening for sun to go down. They are also offering free 
spaying and neutering to qualifying zip codes. This event will be happening June 30. 
Transportation will also be provided. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/17/18 6:00am13:00 Steven Guzman

Say Si
Issue:
Discussion of the non profit organization SAY SI. They provide out of school time programs, 
after school, weekends and summer. SAY SI has provided creative and educational classes for 



the past 24 years in San Antonio. Their on site art programs have students from middle and high 
school. They want to cultivate students creatively by offering painting, drawing,  robotics, stem 
research and more. Discussions of how to join the program and event coming up where they will 
showcase all the work of students from SAY SI. They will be showing off what they learned and 
what they have created. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/24/18 6:00am13:00 Kate Goodman

Animal Defense League
Issue:
Discussion of Summer tips for your pets. Making sure people are aware of the hot asphalt, 
keeping them hydrated, in the shade or indoors and not leaving them in the car. In just 20 
minutes the heat inside the car goes up 30 degrees.  Discussion of pets and the 4th of July. Dogs 
are very scared of fireworks and most of the time run away if left outside. Last year they 
received 200 calls of missing dogs during 4th of July. The animal defense league advices to keep 
pets in during 4th of July and make sure they are microchipped in case they do run away. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/24/18 6:45am13:00 Kate Goodman 

Animal Defense League
Issue:
Discussion of packed kennels during summer months. They have a large influx of pets and larger 
dogs at the moment. Because puppies get adopted right away, they are offering adoption fees 
waived for dogs over 40 lbs. This offer will be available all week long. Also discussed how to 
become a foster and how fostering a dog can help their overflow of dogs. They offer bedding, 
food, medical attention and everything the dog needs to the foster home. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/24/18 6:15am13:00 Lizzy Nemeth

Guadalupe Community Center
Issue:
Discussion of non-profit Guadalupe Community Center and activities provided. Right now they 
are offering 4 summer camps for ages ranging 6-18 years old. These summer camps are 
absolutely free. Two summer camps offered on the west side, one on the east side and one on the 
north side. The summer camps also provide a transportation service. To sign your children up to 
these free summer camps you can visit the Guadalupe Community Center. 

Date Time Duration Guest
06/24/18 6:30am13:00 Paul Berry

Safest Driver
Issue:



Discussion of Safest Driver contest from the City of San Antonio . The city is conducting this 
contest to promote safe driving. It is an app called San Antonio’s safest driver, download it to 
your phone and you turn on the app every time you drive. The app checks your speed and makes 
sure you are driving safe. USAA is sponsoring the app by providing the prizes. The winners will 
receive $10,000. The city of San Antonio believes this competition will get people driving safe 
during the summer. The winner will be picked at the end of the summer. 
.  


